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You know all too well the challenges of charting the course
for today’s financial regulatory environment. As if creating
and enforcing compliance with essential guidelines,
regulations and standards wasn’t enough, you also have to
make securing, managing and controlling access to your
own applications and data an organizational priority.
In addition, constituents expect government departments
and agencies to run efficiently and securely. To keep pace
with today’s demands, many agencies are embracing
digital transformation. And like the nation’s largest banks,
insurance firms, lenders and payment companies that
you govern, you can depend on Ping Identity to help you
address both your toughest security challenges and most
demanding efficiency expectations. With Ping, you:
• Protect and maintain privacy of sensitive identity data.
• Reduce weak authentication and reliance on
passwords.
• Provide secure, one-click access from any device.
• Implement new applications and processes quickly
and easily.
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security policies.
• Enable strong, adaptive multi-factor authentication.
• Step up authentication based on risk, like during high-value
transactions.

• Encrypt PII in every state—at rest, in use, in transit and
during replication.
• Govern access to data on an attribute-by-attribute level.
• Secure access to all agency applications and APIs.

• Control access to apps, services, APIs and data with
centralized policies.

DELIVER A SUPERIOR USER EXPERIENCE
Ping allows you to deliver seamless and secure user
experiences by providing easy access to all of your digital
properties and unifying identity and profile data for consistent
multi-channel engagement.
• Enable easy, one-click access to all applications and
services.
• Create more personalized and consistent user
experiences.
• Leverage trusted partner identities and social sign-ons.

FOSTER AGILITY & INNOVATION
Accelerate digital transformation to improve user engagement
and worker productivity while simultaneously improving
security. The Ping Identity Platform automates the integration
of new applications, so you can deploy to the cloud quickly.
• Rapidly connect SaaS applications with modern identity
and access management (IAM) standards.
• Easily connect legacy and enterprise web apps, and
support hybrid deployment.
• Expand partnerships with secure access and selfmanagement capabilities.

THE PING IDENTITY PLATFORM
The Ping Identity Platform is a unified, standards-based solution that allows you to ensure the right people get access to the right things.
From multi-factor authentication and single sign-on to access security, directory and data governance, its capabilities work together to
give your users secure access to cloud, mobile and on-premises applications. You can rely on Ping to secure and streamline the user
experience from sign-on to sign-off, and scale to support hundreds of millions of identities.
Single Sign-on (SSO): Give employees and financial institutions secure one-click access to all of your applications.
Multi-factor Authentication (MFA): Balance security and convenience with additional authentication factors.
Access Security: Establish policy-based access control for your apps, APIs and services.
Directory: Securely manage user identity data at scale.
Data Governance: Control access to stored identity data, plus manage user preferences, privacy and data sharing consent.

HOW PING SERVES FINANCIAL SERVICES

Ping is used by 12 of the 12
largest U.S. banks for identity
and access management

Ping was selected by Open
Banking to provide the IAM
technology that underpins the
UK’s open banking framework

Ping is trusted by federal
financial departments
and agencies for IAM

To learn more about how the Ping Identity Platform can help you balance security and experience, visit pingidentity.com.

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by identity. As the identity security company, we simplify how the world’s largest organizations prevent security breaches, increase
employee and partner productivity and provide personalized customer experiences. Enterprises choose Ping for our identity expertise, open standards leadership, partnership
with companies like Microsoft, Amazon and Google, and collaboration with customers like Boeing, Cisco, GE, Kraft Foods, Walgreens and over half of the Fortune 100. The Ping
Identity Platform allows enterprises and their users to securely access cloud, mobile and on-premises applications while managing identity and profile data at scale. Architects and
developers have flexible options to enhance and extend their existing applications and environments with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management, directory
and data governance capabilities. Visit pingidentity.com.
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